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METAGAMESPACEGAMING VERSIFIED

MetaGameSpace is a tech brand aiming
for a Digital Metaverse which is especially
developed for gaming freaks. We are
going to create a full-fledged open world
ecosystem of our own metaverse which
will contain multiple games in this field
and all of them will be focusing on "Play
To Earn" system which means the players
will actually be playing in the metaverse
to earn tokens and ultimately BNBs. Yes,
we are going to launch multiple games in
this field and the metaverse world will be
expanded in phases throughout the
lifetime of the games.
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ENTER THE

METAGAMESPACE
GAMING METAVERSE

The MetaGameSpace Gaming Metaverse is
constantly in development and the developer’s
team is adding more sophisticated player
experience for the ecosystem which will ultimately
be the reason of the adrenaline rush in the veins
when you enter our Metaverse.
The community will be able to enter our Metaverse
through our first open world action RPG Game,
"Genesys", a prototype is being developed and
going live before token launch for the community
to get a taste of the actual gameplay. There will be
constant upgrades to the Metaverse with the
development team ramping up the process.
MetaGameSpace has 5+ games in the pipeline to be
launched in this segment after the launch of
"Genesys".
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"GENESYS",

FIRST OPEN WORLD
ACTION RPG GAME WITHIN
OUR METAVERSE

"Genesys" is the first open world action RPG game
which the Metaverse ecosystem has never
witnessed. The next-gen graphics, gameplay and
the whole ecosystem sets it apart from the rest of
the 2D P2E games.
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ROAM INSIDE OUR
METAVERSE AND FEEL IT

TECH DEMO
BEFORE LAUNCH
You can roam freely inside a part of
our Metaverse and experience the
world which completely describes
how it looks like in game. Yes, inside
the Metaverse. we will deliver all of
our 5+ games lined up and will launch
in phases after "Genesys“.
“Genesys” playable demo will be
available for download at our website
before token launch.
Experience the future of metaverse.
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FIND TREASURE CHEST
INSIDE THE METAVERSE

WORTH UP TO
50 BNBS
(FIRST FINDERS ARE KEEPERS)

Hidden treasure chests filled with
BNBs (Up to 50 BNBs) have been
issued in the Metaverse, the players
who are the smartest and the
quickest to find them will be
rewarded. These chests can be found
scattered as easter eggs
throughout the MetaGameSpace
Gaming Metaverse.
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GAMEPLAY:

EARN BNBS WHILE
PLAYING GENESYS
The game has been developed to be implementing
the P2E system where the players can actually earn
BNBs by playing the game inside our Metaverse.
The more the player gets experienced the more
potential to earn rewards/BNB. So, if you are a
hardcore gamer or are looking to become one and
start converting your skills to BNB, this is your
chance!
It’s an open world ever expanding map/level, with
multiple
in-game
“Battle/Combat
Arenas”
Participating in combat arenas will require
contribution of ‘METAGS’ token from players, and
as they duel inside with other participants, they earn
‘METAGS’ token by fragging/defeating other
players, they also win weapons and upgrades in the
form of NFT’s which they can trade or sale in the
Players Chill-out zones or NFT markets place in
game. There will be ample of mini games to test
any type of player skill.

CHILL-OUT ZONES

There will be many “Player’s
Chillout
Zones”
present
throughout the metaverse,
where players can buy/sale or
exchange NFT’s (i.e. in-game
collectibles),
with
other
players, or just chill out, chat
and make friends socialize
with the metaverse player
community.
Just pay to participate win
reward, or if you lose, there is
always
many
other
opportunities to participate. As
new maps/levels get added to
the game metaverse, the
possibilities are endless
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NEXT-GEN

GRAPHICS AND
GAMEPLAY
If you become a fan of "Genesys", you won't want to
miss
our
upcoming
more
sophisticated
developments and upgrades, more next-gen
graphics, more immersive gameplay. As more and
more players join, the MetaGS tokens will show their
true potential and we know what impact this will
have on the project. We, together in the
MetaGameSpace Community will shine.
“Genesys” is always evolving and we are constantly
developing it.
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IN-GAME NFT’S:

SEE YOUR PURCHASED
NFTS IN ACTION
You can purchase in-game equipment in the
form of MetaGameSpace Limited Edition NFTs
using the MetaGS tokens. Once you become a
Limited Edition NFT holder, you can see the
NFTs in action inside the Metaverse, be it in the
form of weapons, avatars, skins, upgrades etc.
The tech is still in development by its dedicated
team & Functionalities will be added in phase as
we progress.
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METAGAMESPACE

BENEFITS

1

The players will be given access to the Metaverse
using the "MetaGS" tokens. The more you hold, the
more sophisticated games you can play. This is the
ultimate use-case and rewarding to holders.
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"MetaGS" holders are the ones who will actually be
playing our under-development games before anyone
else does which means they will be given access to
the Alpha versions of the game and will be given the
power to vote on what they want to include in the
game and ultimately in the Metaverse
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"MetaGS" tokens will be integrated inside every game
we develop and the users will be able to buy
equipment, Characters and other In-Game accessories
using the tokens. The accessories will be in the form
of NFTs, the buyers are going to see them in action
inside the game
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"MetaGS" tokens will be used for swapping our limited
edition NFTs and the price floor of these NFTs will be
rising rapidly as we develop, benefitting the holders
most

OFFICIAL TOKEN
METAGS
MetaGameSpace
ecosystem
will
recognize our official MetaGS tokens
and this is the tokens which the
players and the community members
need to enter our Gaming Metaverse
and participate in Battle/Combat
Arenas or Mini Games. The players
need to use MetaGS tokens to buy
and sell the in-game accessories
NFTs
which
are
all
useable
collectibles inside the “Genesys”
Metaverse.
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LIMITED EDITION NFTS TO SEE THEM
LIVE INSIDE OUR GAMING METAVERSE
MetaGameSpace has released some very Limited Edition NFTs to be used inside our
Metaverse. Those who mint the NFTs will be able to see them in action inside our Games.
The quickest minters are the ones who will have the biggest ROI (Return on Investment) for
their minted NFTS. The NFT owners will be able to use the trading platform inside our
Metaverse to ultimately buy and sell them or exchange them with other players (at the
Players Chillout zone or in our website).
The minting will go live after the launch and the community will be addressed about the dates

PLAY TO EARN BNBS
Enter our Metaverse and compete within the Games launched to earn BNBs. The
more your winning points are, the more BNBs you claim. You can roam inside and
look for Arenas or mini games to collect METAGS tokens, our P2E system handles it
with ease.
Our Play to Earn system will be integrated in such a way that the players earn BNBs
on the basis of the points they generate inside the game. We are developing a smart
system which tracks everything including the earnings, the gameplay time, the levels
in the game, etc. This ensures that the players actually reap the maximum benefit
while playing.
The community is going to see this in action with all our upcoming games starting
with “Genesys”
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TOKENOMICS

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

TOTAL SUPPLY

P2E Pool
(Vested)
13%

10,000,000,000
Marketing
(Vested)
5%

REWARDS & TAXES
BUYING TAXES:

SELLING TAXES:

4%

4%

P2E Pool

P2E Pool

4%

4%

Liquidity

Liquidity

2%

4%

Marketing

Marketing

TOTAL BUYING TAXES: 10%

Pvt. Sale
12%

Pre Sale
40%

Liquidity
30%

TOTAL SELLING TAXES: 12%
*Liquidity lock period: 1 year
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METAGAMESPACE FUTURE ROADMAP
The MetaGameSpace ecosystem is programmed to achieve great success with the tech and developments lined up.

PHASE 1



"Genesis", Metaverse Open-world
Action RPG Multiplayer Online PC
game
in
the
MetaGameSpace
ecosystem launched, loaded with
Next-gen Graphics and Immersive
Gameplay developed in a Play to Earn
system.




"MetaGS" launch with 5000+ holders
$25,000,000 MarketCap



Marketing Blast Launched



Partnership with Metaverse projects
and for cross platform developments

PHASE 2



“Genesys” Android launch



"Meta Command", the second PC
multiplayer online game in the
MetagameSpace
ecosystem
launched, loaded with next-gen
Graphics
and
keeping
up
the
MetaGameSpace tech legacy goes
live integrating the "MetaGS" tokens to
access the Metaverse.





$100,000,000 Market Cap reached
printing Hundreds of X's to our early
holders. This is important as we want
our holders to benefit. See this
coming!
Further Partnerships

PHASE 3



“Genesys” Map expansion, feature
implementation, upgrades.



"KryoMeta" and "EddyTech", two of
our most awaited Android games go
live.



Both of these games focus on Play to
Earn system and the revenue
generated to the holders becomes
double! Play To Earn system raises its
floor after "EddyTech" launches.



$500,000,000 Market Cap.

PHASE 4



"BullDose", launches in Main Domain
marking the ultimate Bull run of
MetaGameSpace community and this
is being developed with the maximum
Play to Earn rewards to the gamers
not compromising with the Graphics
and gameplay as always.



$1,500,000,000 Market cap.
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JOIN
METAGAMESPACE
The MetaGameSpace Team welcomes
you whole heartedly in this journey and
let's reach new heights of success
together. See you inside the Metaverse

www.metagamespace.net
t.me/metagamespace
twitter.com/metagamespace
instagram.com/metagamespace
discord.com/invite/J5PTgwbNuF

